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Quick Read  

CTM continues its journey towards development of the Jaguar nickel sulphide project, 
Brazil.  An updated Mineral Resource Estimate has almost certainly expanded project life 
beyond the 13 years proposed within CTM’s Value-Add Scoping study. Advancing 
technical studies provide further certainty for project variables. Meanwhile, land 
acquisitions de-risk the pathway to development. IGO’s acquisition of WSA provides some 
insight into what the Jaguar project may be worth if CTM were to be subject to corporate 
takeover. 

Main Points 

New Resource: The new Jaguar global Resource is reported as 80.6 Mt grading 0.91% Ni 
for 730,700 kt contained nickel. The new Resource contains 30% more nickel than the 
February MRE update with major tonnage increases to Jaguar South, Jaguar Central North 
and the addition of the Tigre deposit. We have used the new MRE to underpin a 17-year 
operational mine life in our valuation model. 
 
Technical Studies: CTM’s management team continue to push technical studies to inform 
the Q4 2022 scheduled Jaguar Project Definitive Feasibility Study. Recent and approaching 
work programmes include tests to characterise detailed mineralogy, ore sorting, 
comminution flotation and others. A newly designed Tailings Storage Facility adds 20% 
additional capacity beyond currently modelled requirements. 
 
Permitting & Landholdings: An updated Mining Lease Application has been submitted to 
reflect an update in scope of the proposed Jaguar development. Environmental approval 
documentation been submitted. This documentation is required for a Preliminary License 
to allow project construction that is scheduled for finalisation in Q3 of 2022. Three 
properties have been purchased from landholders, reducing development risk. 
 
IGO-WSA Takeover: Western Areas’ production profile and Resource base is similar to the 
medium-term outlook for Jaguar. The takeover of Western Areas by IGO for ~A$950M 
provides some insight into what Jaguar might be valued at if CTM were subject to takeover 
by a larger corporate player. 

Recommendation 

We maintain a SPEC BUY and increase our valuation of CTM to A$1.79 per share (prior 
$1.40 per share). Changes to our NPV model include extension to mine life, ore 
sorting/processing assumptions and assumed nickel pricing. 
 
  

Please refer to important disclosures 

at the end of the report (from page 9) 

Code: CTM

Sector: Materials

* All figures in AUD unless stated otherwise

Shares on Issue (M):

  - fully diluted (M)

Market Cap ($M):

  - fully diluted ($M)

Cash (30 Sep 21)

Debt (30 Sep 21)

Net cash ($M): 16

Enterprise value ($M):

52 wk High/Low (ps): $0.64 $1.17

12m av. daily vol. (Mshs): 0.9

Key Metrics:

FY25e FY26e FY27e

P/E (x) 188.2 2.3 2.2

EV/EBITDA (x) 12.2 0.7 1.1

Financials:

FY25e FY26e FY27e

Revenue ($M) 92 555 555

EBIT ($M) 20 291 288

NPAT (A$M) 2 243 245

Net assets ($M) 500 645 823

Op CF ($M) -2 246 237

Per share data: 

EPS (c) 0.4 49.3 49.8

Dividend (cps) 0.0 0.0 0.0

Yield (%) - - -

CF/Share (cps) -0.4 68.7 66.1

Prod (kt Ni) 3,718 22,308 22,308

Share Price Graph and trading volumes (msh)
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Jaguar leaps to 80.6 Mt at 0.91% Ni 

On the 13th of December CTM reported an updated Mineral Resource Estimate (MRE) for 
the Jaguar Nickel Sulphide Project, Brazil. The new Jaguar Global Resource is reported as 
80.6 Mt grading 0.91% Ni for 730,700 kt contained nickel, including a predominantly 
shallow Indicated component of 43.4 Mt grading 0.92% (Figure 4). For formal reporting 
purposes, open pit Resources are reported above a 0.3% Ni cut-off and underground 
Resources reported above a 0.7% cut-off. At a higher universal cut-off grade of 1% Ni, 
Jaguar reports a high-grade Resource of 22.4 Mt grading 1.59% Ni for 354.8 kt of contained 
metal (Figure 2).  
 
Figure 1: Jaguar MRE model domains with classifications and drill holes. New holes shown 
in red. 

 
Source: CTM 

 
Figure 2: Jaguar MRE reported at various cut-off grades. 

 
Source: CTM 

 
Only sulphide and transitional ore types are reported, with oxide ore excluded. The MRE 
covers eight deposits that were part of the previous February 2021 MRE and also includes 
the new ‘Tigre’ discovery. Total contained nickel metal has risen from 567 kt to  
731 kt, a 30% increase on the February 2021 MRE.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

The Jaguar Resource just got bigger 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Indicated Resources are mostly 

close to surface 
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Figure 3: Jaguar grade and tonnage curve for the December 2021 MRE. 

 
Source: CTM 

 
The biggest shifts to MRE tonnages (Figure 5)  include the addition of 8.9 Mt to the Jaguar 
South deposit, representing a 42% increase in contained metal (now 27.6 Mt for 258 kt 
contained nickel metal). The Jaguar Central North deposit has increased 6.2 Mt to 12Mt 
(76 kt contained nickel). The global average Resource grade has slipped slightly to 0.91% 
Ni down ~0.05% Ni. The reported MRE now includes estimate grades for copper, cobalt 
and zinc. While of relatively low abundance, these will contribute towards a mixed 
sulphate precipitate by-product.  
 
Figure 4: Jaguar Project MRE reported December 2021. 

 
Source: Argonaut with CTM data. 
 

Figure 5: December 2021 Jaguar MRE with changes from the February 2021 MRE. 

 
Source: Argonaut with CTM data 

 
The new discovery Tigre represents only a minor contributor to global tonnes, although 
does highlight the potential for exploration discovery to yield further gains to Resources. 

  

Resource Mt Ni % Cu % Co ppm Zn % Cont. Ni (kt)

Jaguar South (II) 27.6 0.93 0.05 208 0.15 258

Jaguar Central (II) 12.1 0.90 0.06 259 0.48 109

Jaguar North (II) 3.2 1.12 0.19 354 1.25 35

Jaguar Central North(II) 12.0 0.63 0.04 186 0.61 76

Jaguar North East (I) 9.1 0.84 0.10 278 0.51 77

Jaguar West (II) 7.3 0.74 0.03 163 0.11 54

Onca Preta (II) 5.2 1.52 0.09 642 0.48 79

Onca Rosa (I) 2.1 1.28 0.09 353 0.05 27

Tigre (II) 2.0 0.82 0.08 296 0.03 16

Total Global MRE 80.6 0.91 0.06 256 0.36 731

Deposit Mt Δ Mt Gain/Loss Ni (%) Δ Mt Gain/Loss Ni (t) Δ Mt Gain/Loss

Jaguar South (II) 27.6 8.9 48% 0.93 -0.04 -4% 257,800 76,500 42%

Jaguar Central (II) 12.1 1.9 19% 0.90 -0.10 -10% 109,100 6,700 7%

Jaguar North (II) 3.2 -0.1 -3% 1.12 0.03 3% 35,400 -500 -1%

Jaguar Central North(I) 12 6.2 107% 0.63 -0.17 -21% 76,000 29,300 63%

Jaguar North East (I) 9.1 0.8 10% 0.84 0.06 8% 76,700 11,800 18%

Jaguar West (I) 7.3 1.6 28% 0.74 -0.06 -8% 54,000 8,800 19%

Onca Preta (II) 5.2 1.5 41% 1.52 -0.06 -4% 78,800 21,000 36%

Onca Rosa (I) 2.1 -1.1 -34% 1.28 0.40 45% 26,600 -1,900 -7%

Tigre (II) 2 2.0 100% 0.82 0.82 100% 16,200 16,200 100%

Total Global MRE 80.6 21.7 37% 0.91 -0.05 -5% 730,700 168,000 30%

Tonnage Grade Contained Metal
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Eight diamond rigs continue to target resource extensions, improve resource classification 
quality and probe for new discoveries. Eleven rigs will be operational from February 2022. 
The next Resource update is scheduled for Q3 2022 and will be incorporated into a 
Definitive Feasibility Study in the same quarter. 

Development Studies Pick up the Pace 

While continuing to expand Jaguar’s resource base, CTM is accelerating a broad range of 
studies in preparation for the Q4 CY2022 DFS.  
 
Metallurgy & Processing 
CTM has initiated an extensive ore mineralogy characterisation study on 228 composites. 
These sample represent more than 95% of Jaguar mineralisation and will provide 
important ore mineral variability data to inform process planning.  
 
To complement mine ore grade material, CTM plans to pre-sort low grade (0.3-0.6% Ni) 
open pit ‘waste’ into ~1% plant feed. Ore sorting pilot testing completed in 2021 
successfully generated ~1% nickel product through ~30% mass recovery. CTM is currently 
shipping three tonnes of PQ core for additional test work. 1.3 tonnes of this material will 
be used for Ore Sorting tests scheduled for completion by the end of March 2022. 
 
Comminution tests on 24 spatially dispersed samples has identified moderate range ball 
work indices of 13-18 kWh/t for a P80 75μm primary grind. Additional PQ core will be 
utilised in further tests during January of 2022. 
 
CTM recently completed extensive flotation tests on 21 composites representing >95% of 
known Jaguar resource mineralisation. The adopted Pressure Oxidation processing route 
enables CTM to optimise flotation processing for recovery over grade. This recent 
campaign of tests has demonstrated sulphide recoveries between 90-99% across deposits. 
An example of these results for Jaguar South are presented in  
Figure 6. 
 
Figure 6: Flotation test results for Jaguar South. 

 
Source: CTM 

 
A recently completed programme of batch pressure oxidation tests on blended flotation 
samples has demonstrated that pressure and temperature conditions can be optimised 
significantly lower than those proposed in the 2021 Value-Add Scoping Study (Link). 
Reductions in these conditions enables the use of less sophisticated autoclave vessels for 

 

 

 

 

 

CTM remains busy on technical 

studies 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Flotation tests indicate high 

flotation recoveries possible for 

POX circuit feed 

https://www.centaurus.com.au/site/PDF/2031af65-513b-42ad-95c6-1d9dfac59280/JaguarNickelSulphideProjectValueAddScopingStudy
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pressure oxidation, reducing technical risk, along with capital and operating costs. Two 
additional phases of continuous leach tests will be completed in Q1 of 2022.  
 
Infrastructure 
In Q4, Tailings Storage Facility (TSF) designs were modified to store an additional 20% 
more tailings than current project specifications.  Upgrades to site access and local roads 
continue within the Sao Felix do Xingu Municipality. To date, over 37km of roads have 
been improved including 36 bridges/culverts. This activity has provided benefits to both 
CTM and the local populace. Power line alignment studies and consultation with 
stakeholders continues. Power will be provided from the Tucuma 138kV sub-station. 

Permitting and Landholding Updates 

In August CTM lodged key environmental approval documentation, the Environmental 
Impact Assessment (“EIA/RIMA”), with the State environmental authority SEMAS in the 
State of Pará. The documents were drafted with operating parameters aligned to the 
Value-Add Scoping study released earlier this year. Approval of the EIA/RIMA is expected 
during Q3 of 2022 and will facilitate grant of a Preliminary Licence enabling construction 
of plant and equipment to commence on site. 
 
In early November CTM lodged an updated Mining Lease Application, revising that 
submitted by Vale in 2013. The new MLA accounts for revisions in the scale and scope of 
mining and processing activities in line with recent studies. 
 
During 2021 CTM has secured three land holdings totalling over 2,000 Ha over key Jaguar 
Project mine and infrastructure areas. These acquisitions eliminate landholder 
communication and logistical hurdles previously impacting exploration and de-risk the 
pathway to development.  

Implication of IGO – Western Areas Takeover 

On the 16th of December IGO (ASX:WSA) made a takeover offer for Australian nickel miner 
Western Areas (ASX: WSA). The deal results in an enterprise value for WSA of 
approximately A$950M.  
 
WSA’s forecast Forrestania nickel production is 16-17kt for FY2022 with approximately 5 
years of scheduled mine life remaining. WSA’s Odysseus operation is expected to produce 
nickel in sulphide concentrate for a period of 10 years from FY23 reaching up to 21ktpa 
between 2028-2031. The Odysseus development is expected to cost between A$150-
170M in capital expenditure. WSA’s total Resources are quoted as 84.9Mt at 1.1% Ni for 
941kt of contained nickel metal. 
 
CTM are well on track to define Resources of similar scale and grade to WSA’s current 
inventory. CTM’s resource base is already arguably better than WSA’s due to being closer 
to surface and exploitable via open pit mining methods. The Jaguar project 20kt output is 
on par with that expected from the Odysseus development. 
 
With an ever-shrinking list of nickel sulphide developers and miners on the ASX we 
speculate it is only a matter of time before bigger fish take a closer look at CTM for and 
the high-quality Jaguar Nickel Sulphide project. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

37km of upgraded roads complete 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Permitting well advanced 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Western Areas takeover provides 

some insight into transactional 

value of Jaguar and CTM 
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Figure 7: Comparison of Western Areas vs Centaurus Metals 

 Western Areas (WSA) Centaurus Metals (CTM) 

Project Locations Western Australia Brazil 

Resource Base 84.9 Mt at 1.1% Ni 80.6Mt at 0.91% Ni 

Reserve Base 13.3 Mt at 2.1% Ni  

Current Production Forrestania 
16-17ktpa Ni in Sulphide Con 

(Next 4-5 years) 
None 

Future Operation Odysseus Jaguar 
Annual Production 21ktpa Ni in Sulphide Con 22ktpa Ni is Sulphate Con 
Mine Type Underground Open Pit + Underground 
Potential Life 10 years from FY23 17 years from FY25 
Capex Required 
 

A$150-170M A$409M (US$294M) 

Market Capitalisation $1,100M $401M 

Current Cash $148M $16M 
Source: Company reports and Factset 

Valuation 

Our risked net asset valuation for CTM is A$1.79 per share. This includes a Jaguar project 
discounted cashflow model incorporating a 9% discount rate. We have also applied a 
conservative 45% additional risk loading to reflect study maturity (30%) and the unusual 
POX processing route (15%). These risks will be progressively unwound as studies 
advance. Without the 45% risk adjustment the Jaguar project generates an NPV9 of 
A$1,145 equivalent to $3.20 per share. 
 

 
 
Recent improvements to the Jaguar MRE have provided us with the confidence to expand 
our current mine life to 17 years, with first sulphate production ramping up from early 
2025. Process feed will be sourced from open pit and underground operations. Our 17-
year mining schedule include 46 Mt of open pit material with an average grade of 0.8% Ni 
and 10 Mt of ~1% Ni underground material. The operational model incorporates pre-
sorting of lower grade waste from the open pit. Underground mining is scheduled for 2027 
and will continue through until 2041. 
 
Our model simulates steady state production of ~100 kt of nickel sulphate product per 
annum, containing just under 22kt of nickel metal. We use a US$17,500/t nickel metal 
price with a 106% payability to reflect a market premium for purified nickel sulphate. We 
have also included a $1,000 mixed sulphate (Zn-Cu-Co) precipitate credit per tonne of 
nickel produced.  
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Valuation A$1.79 per share with 

room to move higher through 

project de-risking 
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Key Risks to valuation 

 

Metallurgical performance 

Provisional metallurgical testing has been completed upon a limited set of samples and is 
unlikely to accurately represent true future performance. Additional test-work is required 
to de-risk economic extraction of metals from project ore using POX. 
 

Commodity Pricing 

Value estimates are based on consensus long term commodity price forecasts. A 10% 

difference to the price of nickel over the modelled life of mine will result in a ~25% shift 

in project valuation. 

Costs  

Cost assumptions are based on operating and capital costs from CTM documentation and 

our knowledge of industry rates.  

 

Exploration success 

Valuation assumes that future exploration and investments achieve acceptable returns. 

Subjective value is attributed to exploration assets at Jaguar. 

 

Interest rates/discount rates 

Argonaut takes cash flow risk into account when choosing discount rates for different 
projects. Our valuation is sensitive to the discount rate used.   
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Information Disclosure 
Each research analyst of this material certifies that the views expressed in this research material accurately reflect the 
analyst's personal views about the subject securities and listed corporations. None of the listed corporations reviewed 
or any third party has provided or agreed to provide any compensation or other benefits in connection with this material 
to any of the analyst(s). 
 
For U.S. persons only 
This research report is a product of Argonaut Securities Pty Limited, which is the employer of the research analyst(s) 
who has prepared the research report. The research analyst(s) preparing the research report is/are resident outside the 
United States (U.S.) and are not associated persons of any U.S. regulated broker-dealer and therefore the analyst(s) 
is/are not subject to supervision by a U.S. broker-dealer, and is/are not required to satisfy the regulatory licensing 
requirements of FINRA or required to otherwise comply with U.S. rules or regulations regarding, among other things, 
communications with a subject company, public appearances and trading securities held by a research analyst account. 
 
This report is intended for distribution by Argonaut Securities Pty Limited only to "Major Institutional Investors" as 
defined by Rule 15a-6(b)(4) of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Act, 1934 (the Exchange Act) and interpretations thereof 
by U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in reliance on Rule 15a 6(a)(2). If the recipient of this report is not a 
Major Institutional Investor as specified above, then it should not act upon this report and return the same to the sender. 
Further, this report may not be copied, duplicated and/or transmitted onward to any U.S. person, which is not the Major 
Institutional Investor.  
 
In reliance on the exemption from registration provided by Rule 15a-6 of the Exchange Act and interpretations thereof 
by the SEC in order to conduct certain business with Major Institutional Investors, Argonaut Securities Pty Limited has 
entered into an agreement with a U.S. registered broker-dealer, Marco Polo Securities Inc. ("Marco Polo"). Transactions 
in securities discussed in this research report should be effected through Marco Polo or another U.S. registered broker 
dealer. 
 
General Disclosure and Disclaimer 
This research has been prepared by Argonaut Securities Pty Limited (ABN 72 108 330 650) (“ASPL”) for the use of the 
clients of ASPL and other related bodies corporate (the “Argonaut Group”) and must not be copied, either in whole or 
in part, or distributed to any other person. If you are not the intended recipient you must not use or disclose the 
information in this report in any way.  ASPL is a holder of an Australian Financial Services License No. 274099 and is a 
Market Participant of the Australian Stock Exchange Limited. 
 
Nothing in this report should be construed as personal financial product advice for the purposes of Section 766B of the 
Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). This report does not consider any of your objectives, financial situation or needs.  The 
report may contain general financial product advice and you should therefore consider the appropriateness of the 
advice having regard to your situation. We recommend you obtain financial, legal and taxation advice before making 
any financial investment decision. 
 
This research is based on information obtained from sources believed to be reliable and ASPL has made every effort to 
ensure the information in this report is accurate, but we do not make any representation or warranty that it is accurate, 
reliable, complete or up to date. The Argonaut Group accepts no obligation to correct or update the information or the 
opinions in it. Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice and accurately reflect the analyst(s)’ personal 
views at the time of writing.  No member of the Argonaut Group or its respective employees, agents or consultants 
accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect, consequential or other loss arising from any use of this research 
and/or further communication in relation to this research. 
 
Nothing in this research shall be construed as a solicitation to buy or sell any financial product, or to engage in or refrain 
from engaging in any transaction. The Argonaut Group and/or its associates, including ASPL, officers or employees may 
have interests in the financial products or a relationship with the issuer of the financial products referred to in this 
report by acting in various roles including as investment banker, underwriter or dealer, holder of principal positions, 
broker, director or adviser. Further, they may buy or sell those securities as principal or agent, and as such may effect 
transactions which are not consistent with the recommendations (if any) in this research.  The Argonaut Group and/or 
its associates, including ASPL, may receive fees, brokerage or commissions for acting in those capacities and the reader 
should assume that this is the case. 
 
There are risks involved in securities trading. The price of securities can and does fluctuate, and an individual security 
may even become valueless. International investors are reminded of the additional risks inherent in international 
investments, such as currency fluctuations and international stock market or economic conditions, which may adversely 
affect the value of the investment. 
 
The analyst(s) principally responsible for the preparation of this research may receive compensation based on ASPL’s 
overall revenues. 
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© 2021.  All rights reserved. No part of this document may be reproduced or distributed in any manner without the 
written permission of Argonaut Securities Pty Limited.  Argonaut Securities Pty Limited specifically prohibits the re-
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